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the official 2013 Wiser Award Entrants

 Paul Goldberg,  HMS Victory. Scale 1:100  Ron Neilson, Confederacy, Scale 3/16” = 1' 0”

Richard “Duff ” Griffith,  Soleil Royal, Scale 1:100  Ron Neilson, HMS Diana, Scale 3/16” = 1' 0”

Fred Kerson  Niagara, Scale 3/16” = 1' 0” Ed Petrucci, Dutch Yacht, Scale 1/4” = 1' 0”

Gary Little  Fair American, Scale 1/4” = 1' 0”  Bill Strachan, Thomas A, Edison, Diorama @ 1/4”” = 1' 0”

 Even though there will be only one selection for this award, every entry is a winner

Deadeyes, davits, and “duff-isms”
It is very gratifying to have eight entries for the Jim Wiser Award~!  Jim would be quite pleased to know so 

many club members are honoring him and his memory with such attention to modeling ships.  His artistry and 
craftsmanship is part of  what drives us mere mortals to higher levels of  quality and perfection. Of  course no one can 
attain perfection, but that is a distant goal towards which we strive.  Our next build will be better than the previous.  

Peter Demarest also exhibited these qualities and he is so honored by being the first recipient of  the award.  
Even though only one model can win per year, all entries are winners by virtue of  being entered and being appraised by 
the membership.  In this way can we strive to do better.  

Now that we are near the end of  the calendar year, this is a good time to take stock of  where we are and how we 
got here.  Where we are is looking very good.  We have an active membership of  some two dozen, a full roster of  37, 
and many fully involved and contributing members whose talents and commitment are inspiring. These attributes are 
infectious and tend to get others more involved.  For this reason alone I am grateful to be associated with you.  

How we got here includes many factors but the key is the work and commitment of  the entire membership, 
especially that of  the officers and key committee leaders of  years past.  Especially hard working and dedicated is our 
secretary Bill Strachan who continues to produce monthly our excellent NewsletteR.  Of  course the many hours by all 
active members allows us to enjoy a more vibrant club.  After all, having fun and learning some nautical history are two 
of  our primary goals.  

One of  my key goals is to get more people to join this club.  BTW, this parallels Nic Damuck's (Blue Jacket) goal of  
getting more people to build a wooden model ship, or at least try it once.  I think once will get most 'first timers' to try 
a second one. 
 

So what are your aspirations and modeling goals as you attend our meetings and are we meeting that need?  I'd 
like to hear your thoughts.   And lastly, from the “entire management team,” have a very pleasant and thankful 
Thanksgiving!  

Duff 
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What You need to know

First off, I want to thank Ron Neilson for the pictures and Al Saubermann for a fantastic write-up of  
this meeting while I was in Florida! And Thanks to the Custom House for hosting the meeting!

From the  Log of  the acting Yeoman
The meeting was held in New London at the Custom House, with 14 members attending including Nic Damuck who 
was able to join us from Maine.  We welcomed Fred Kerson’s brother Robert, who accompanied Fred today. 

Treasurer’s Report:  Pete reported that the treasury was solvent 
and asked that everyone pay their dues before January first as there 
is likely to be expenditures for the 32nd Conference.  Tom Kane 
provided a check that included his dues as well as a very generous 
$225 donation that came from the fees for models Tom has 
restored and repaired.

Your dues ($25.00) can be mailed directly to:
Pete Carlin, CMMS Treasurer

525 Prayer Spring Road
Stratford, CT 06614-1312

32nd NE Conference:  There was a suggestion that venders 
should be solicited to encourage them to participate.  Nic said that 
BlueJacket Ship Crafters would be represented and that he plans to 
have one vender table.  Ron Nielson reported on a Press Release 
that he prepared and his plans for its distribution.  Both print and 
electronic media will be used to reach the widest possible audience.  
There was also further discussion about selling T-shirts at the 
conference to help defray costs.  Concerns were raised over possible 
tax liabilities. Additional information will be needed to answer such 
concerns. . . more to come.  Dave indicated that Conference fliers, 
registration forms and links will be made available on our website. 

Other:  Duff  raised the subject of  what, if  anything, we should do 
with our library that includes both our club books and ship plans.  
Currently the books are being kept by a number of  members at 
their homes.  It was noted that there are very few requests for 
books from our library and Duff  reminded everyone that the NRG 
recently sold its extensive library.  Should we sell our books, try to 
find a single location or continue what we are doing?  No decision 
was reached but everyone was asked to think about it.

December Party:  The next meeting will be back at our usual 
location and everyone was reminded that it will be our annual 
December Party.   Everyone was reminded that there is a $5 charge 
whether you bring a plate or not. Volunteers in the buffet items:

Coldslaw- Dick Dewick, Salad – Howard Williams, Brownies – 
Duff, Cookies – Jack Dillon, Chips – Ron Neilson, Cold cut platter, 
rolls, mustard etc. – David Dinan, Macaroni Salad – Gary Little, 
Chocolate Layer Cake – John Elwood, Boston Crème Pie – Brad 
Wells, Beverages – Peter Carlin, Plastic knives, forks, spoons – 
Tom Kane.
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CMMS  Officers

Richard “Duff” Griffith
  (860) 343-3417 (h)      (860) 904-0058 (cell)

Gary Little, Vice President 860-536-3127 

Pete Carlin, Treasurer  203-378-8461

 Bill Strachan, Secretary Phone/Fax: 203-879-2808

President Emeritus: Tom Kane 203-735-4127

NewsletteR

Bill Strachan, Editor

191 Center Street,  Wolcott, CT 06716

E-mail: wrstrachan@msn.com

CMMS website: www.ctshipmodels.org 

Website Coordinator: Dave Dinan 203-378-2259

2014 NE Conference: 
Joint Clubs Contact:

Richard “Duff” Griffith  
duff152@juno.com 

CMMS Co-Chairs:
Tom Kane  (203) 735-4127

tjdinerdude@aol.com
Richard “Duff” Griffith  

*****************
Meetings are the 2nd Saturday of the month, 

September thru June, 10:00 AM to Noon

At the University of  New Haven

300 Orange Ave,, West Haven, CT 06531

In Kaplan Hall, Room 207. 

Next Meeting: December 14, 2013

mailto:wrstrachan@msn.com
mailto:tjdinerdude@aol.com
mailto:duff152@juno.com
http://www.ctshipmodels.org/
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This Month's Presenters 
Howard Williams,   Tom Kane, Ed Petrucci, Justin Camarata, Fred Kerson, Al Saubermann, 

Duff Griffith, and Ron Neilson

Howard Williams * Dumas's Tug George W. Washburn * (Scale 1/4” = 1' 0”)

Al Saubermann  * Scratch built 6 pdr 18th century British cannon (Scale 1/2” =1’)

 

“No competition for Fred’s 
cannons, this is a non-firing 
model of  a typical 6 pdr of  
British design mounted on an 
American style gun carriage.”

                 ---Al Saubermann

Al did not waste a lot of  
time when his Sherline 
lathe arrived. Nice 
workmanship, Al! How 
many canons are there on 
Peacock? Thinking of  
going to 1/2” Scale?
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Howard has made considerable progress and has decided that he will not add RC although the hull is fully capable.  
Instead it will be a static model that everyone can enjoy.  The tug is looking great.
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Tom Kane  *  Marine Model’s Whaleboat (Scale 1/2” = 1’)

Tom made some changes to the davits to 
enhance the esthetics of  his model.  Although he 
plans to do some final sanding to the hull, the 
inside of  the hull has been completed and 
painted and  looks terrific.  Tom has added a 
couple of  casks and also brought in a couple of  
carved seagulls that Ed Petrucci made that 
will add a sense of  scale.  

 

Tom also brought in an old model of  a whale 
boat whose owner was trying to find out how 
much it was worth as he wanted to sell it to a 
museum.  The age of  the model was uncertain 
as well as the provenance.  The result was much 
chin scratching and in the end the consensus 
seemed to be “it all depends . . .”  
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Note the webbed feet awaiting transplant.
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Justin Camarata  *  Three Study Models (scale 1/16”= 1’)

Justin has been working on three waterline 
study models, including the “Ella” a 140ft 
steamboat and two sailing vessels.  The models 
are constructed of  basswood and paper, and 
designed to allow their table-top arrangement 
so as to develop a composition for an oil 
painting.  The models help in developing 
perspective and horizon line as well as their 
relationship to one another in a dynamic 
fashion.  The models themselves are minimalist 
in style requiring Justin to add rigging and 
other details to his painting based upon the 
shape, position and relationships of  the ships.

 

Great to See you, Nic!
And again, Congratulations from us all!

Boasting a New Anchor as

BLUEJACKET 

Sails Forward!
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“Ella” in the foreground.

Note the new Hobby Ruler!
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Fred Kerson *  17th cent. Cannon and “The Mother of All Cannons” 

 Working from a kit, Fred did a nice job of  constructing a 17th century ship’s cannon mounted on a gun carriage and 
displayed against a section of  bulwark.  He added other details that made the cannon look ready for action.  Fred also 
showed us a rusted and encrusted tool of  some sort that he had been given, asking what it might have been.  The 
general consensus was that it was likely to have been an awl or possibly a screw driver.  Finally Fred also showed, but 
didn’t demonstrate mercifully, what he described as the “mother of  all cannons” that started as a child’s souvenir.  The 
cannon’s bore had been enlarged and a touch hole drilled allowing the cannon to actually fire.  Using a black powder 
charge about equivalent to a 22 caliber round, Fred characterized the cannon’s capability as “this little sucker really 
shoots”.  Everyone was relieved to learn that Fred has only used black powder without a projectile.

Ed Petrucci  *  Phantom (Scale 1/8” = 1’)
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The cannon is a Mantua kit from the 1970's. The other is “Big Mama”. Do you need a permit to carry a concealed 
canon?

Following John Adriani's Phantom, Ed brought his in. Next up, sails.
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Duff Griffith  * Le Soleil Royal 1689 (Scale 1:100 )

Starting with a Heller kit (plastic), Duff  has created an outstanding model of  the Soleil Royal that looks made from 
wood (had a number of  us fooled) and has all the known lines incorporated according to the French style at the time.  
These added details are based on much research.  Duff  has added a lot of  detail that is all scratch built and beautifully 
done.  In addition he has mounted several sails that add to the overall visual impact of  his model.  The paper sails have 
all the reefing lines and look filled with wind, an effect Duff  created using individually carved wooden molds to shape 
the sails to achieve the effect.  Duff  is considering writing up this sail making method for publication.  
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Have you ever seen so much purple? But I kind of  like it!

Some Websites that be worth checking out

www.syrenshipmodelcompany.com      Chuck Passaro's new website
www.cornwallmodelboats.co.uk Looking for that perfect gift for a ship modeler?

http://collections.rmg.co.uk/archive.html#!asearch  Go  to the Britain's National Maritime 
Museum and search the archives for ship plans and drawings, charts and maps, et al.

Need a subscription to Ships in Scale to follow Nic's career?

www.seaways.com 

http://www.seaways.com/
http://collections.rmg.co.uk/archive.html#!asearch
http://www.cornmallmodelboats.co.uk/
http://www.syrenshipmodelcompany.com/
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Ron Neilson * Confederacy (Scale 3/16” = 1‘ )

Now mounted on two brass mounts on a beautiful bubinga support base and a clever use of  a brass lamp-harp 
(Home Depot @ 2.89 ea.), the Confederacy is looking great.  Having won an award from the NRG for his 
Diana, Ron is planning to submit his Confederacy for consideration.

Do you know this man?

This is Fred Kerson, a.k.a. Fred “The Cannon” 
Kerson, and also “Black Powder” Kerson and is 
the possessor of  “the Mother of  all Cannons.” 
He was also once known as “Boom Boom” 
Cannon, but stopped when he was sued by a late 
1950's Rock Star!

Note, if  you see Fred Kerson, please approach 
with caution. He is not deaf, but you might be if  
“Mother goes BOOM!”

So far, the canon remain powderless, but as you 
can see by this photo, the love affair between 
“Mother” and son is very powerful!  
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“The base is the thing, whereas to please the king!” Bubingaaaa!  Great Idea!

“My precious!”
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some Special Photos
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CMMS Founding Member Dick DeWick: “I Could tell a hundred stories about this ship.........”

Sometimes perfection just stares you in the face. We broke in our new coffee urn this 
meeting. Isn't she a beauty!
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“What is holding up this meeting!” “Justin seems to have lost a contact and Duff can't find the gavel.” “He 
thinks he left it in the car.” 

Moral: New venue – but beware the same old, same old!

“Dave Morris! You knew I wanted the aisle seat!”
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Remembering the work of  Bill Doolittle, CMMS Member and former President. 

Bill passed away on August 13, 2013. He was 97. 
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Bill's article appeared in Ships in Scale, Vol. VIII, No. 5, pp. 62 to 64 (1997) 
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As I will be unable to attend the December Meeting this year and family 
responsibilities require me to return to Florida, please accept my warmest wishes to all 

for a happy holiday season, and for a special New Year!

Not to worry, Ron and Al have agreed to fill in for a meeting or two until I return.

As you have seen, they do a great job, making my job a “breeze!”

And you know how a ship lover likes a good breeze!

Respectfully submitted, Bill, Al, and Ron, November 21, 2013

Have a Dicken's of a Merry Christmas!
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For those Club Members who do not receive 
Ships in Scale, here is the interview with Nic 

that appears in the current issue 
( November/December 2012,l p. 59)


